
Transition from BHRS to IBHS:  BP evaluations to written orders 

 

Many services/levels of care require a recommendation by a licensed practitioner of the healing arts.  
The required format and elements of that recommendation and the qualifications of the specific 
practitioner issuing that recommendation vary and are defined in regulation and/or bulletins for each 
specific service. 

Under BHRS, that recommendation was required to be issued by either a physician [psychiatrist] or a 
psychologist.  Under IBHS, the scope of practitioners expanded to permit licensed clinical social workers 
(LCSW), licensed professional counselors (LPC), licensed marriage and family therapists (LMFT), and 
certified registered nurse practitioners (CRNP). 

Under BHRS, the recommendation was required to adhere to a defined set of elements; specific life 
domains were expected to be addressed and recommendations that met these expectations were 
considered best practice.  Under IBHS the required elements of the recommendation are defined in 
regulation and they are decidedly less than the previous requirements of BHRS.  The recommendation 
for IBHS is now called a written order.  

Under BHRS, the recommendation was issued during the course of an otherwise compensable service.  
Generally, the otherwise compensable service was a psychiatric or psychological evaluation.  And due to 
the extensive and specific life domains that were expected to be addressed, this service was reimbursed 
at a higher rate. Similarly, under IBHS, the recommendation is issued during the course of an otherwise 
compensable service. For licensed/enrolled/contracted IBHS providers, the otherwise compensable 
service will be “mental health assessment by a non-physician” which will have two procedure codes;  
one for psychologists and the other for those licensed practitioners of the healing arts as defined in 
regulation.  For non-IBHS providers, the otherwise compensable service could be one of many 
services/procedures depending on the specific practice of the practitioner of the healing arts.  For 
example, a pediatrician may issue a recommendation during a wellness visit.  An independent LCSW, 
LPC, LMFT may issue a recommendation during a therapy session. An independent psychologist may 
issue a recommendation during a diagnostic interview or as a result of psychological testing or 
neurobehavioral status exam. 

As stated above, the requirements for IBHS recommendations are decidedly less than the requirements 
for BHRS recommendations, therefore the reimbursement for IBHS recommendations is priced 
accordingly. The procedure code associated with BHRS best practice recommendations will be removed 
from applicable fee schedules.  In addition, many independent psychologists were not contracted for the 
otherwise compensable services mentioned in the paragraph above (diagnostic interview, psychological 
testing, neurobehavioral status exam).  These services will be added to their fee schedules.   

 

 

 

 


